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Solve the grid and name the sea it represents.
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Across

8 Defraud theologian in idle speculation (6)

9 Cry of submission gets most others to strip (8)

10 Round table met to prepare for fight (8)

11 Steroid abuse (taking drug) is a right (6)

12 Live just in books where nothing happens (8)

13 Most like a lake? Or least? (6)

14 Perfect mate, if Orville or Wilbur are spoken for (2,5)

17 Stab a Scotsman for hiding the hot sauce (7)

20 One heard you worked in finance with property of the 
sharp set (6)

22 Bun is chewed and swallowed without loss (8)

25 How to Cook 101 - most prep work happens outside (6)

26 Beginner's trick is wake jump?! (5,3)

27 Woolly jumper? We rank it false (8)

28 It's fair game to laugh about things like Java and C++ (6)

Down

1 Wood-paneled studio of George Lucas contains negative 
of the Maltese Falcon (4,4)

2 Imagine licence to consume everyone (6)

3 Regularly injects ~ can sting (6)

4 Crescent wrench let nut move at last (7)

5 They publish articles about state of Hollywood and 
famous actress (8)

6 Where Japanese board games are forbidden? (2-2,4)

7 Do this wearing loincloths (6)

15 Novice setter dined there (8)

16 Causes sneezes in Spooner's effeminate shotputter? (3,5)

18 With sauce from Chile stirred with key (8)

19 Tour party split up in valley to find caterpillar (7)

21 What prompter is doing while waiting in audition (6)

23 Lower class wager that the cab gets lost (6)

24 Reordering words in Nick Cage movie leaves us cold (3-
3)


